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Thompson Choppers Springer forks are all individually made to the customer's bike for the correct length rake and trail. Motorcycle frames, Chopper frames, rolling chassis, and parts, Front ends, forks, custom front ends greatly improve the looks of any Harley, making it look like a real custom chopper. We have great prices on custom chrome billet Wideglide Style front ends. These front ends come in different lengths from stock to 18 over or 2 under for old school bobber projects. Our custom billet front end tubes, made by Fork Japan Shop, now six town Chopper Show Stoke October 2018. See more assembly Chopper Show London. Get in touch. Skinny Choppers for more information. Fill in your contact details, and we will get back to you. Workshop Skinny Choppers, Pateley Bridge, North Yorkshire. 151 results for Chopper front forks. Save Chopper front forks to get email alerts and updates on your eBay feed. Unfollow Chopper front forks to stop getting updates on your eBay feed. Front forks for Dixie Chopper lawn mowers. 0 items in cart. Total 0. Springer front fork assembly ID part description. 100210 100200 Big front fork small front fork 1 la 100211 100201 Weldment fork front springe big Weldment fork front springe small 2 b 309 5 8 11x4 bolt 3. Monarch Style fork. This is the first time the Monarch style fork has been made available for the OCC style Schwinn Stingray compatible with Stingrays. 1 1 8 inch steerer and they have XL 300mm 12 inch long steerer tube. Allows it to be used on the Stingray. Bike Rebaixada Bobber Motorcycle Motorcycle parts Softail Bobber Bobber parts Chopper frames Chopper bike Chopper parts Mini Chopper forward when you get into the discussion of Motorcycle frames and what to build for your next building project. You first need to decide what kind of motorcycle you want to build. Inline spring fork assembly 2 4 12 and 24 over chrome or black. 1 200 00 Vintage Springer, Minibike mini Chopper fork assembly fat 33mm tubes 44mm lowers. These are the stock forks for the little badass Minibike and Mini Chopper. The trees are polished aluminum can accommodate a fender turn signals and disc brake caliper assembly required. Bobber Chopper front forks Billet yokes GS650 condition is used. I m pretty sure the legs are Suzuki GS650. Small amounts of rust at top off legs center to center of legs is 235 mm. Schwinn Stingray OCC Chopper front fork yoke tree assembly w hardware amp bearings. 40 11. Schwinn Stingray OCC Chopper front fork yoke tree assembly w hardware amp bearings. Red used very good condition expect minor wear and tear minor scratches or blemishes. Note see photos. 183636396870, girder forks are similar in looks to Springer forks but are constructed quite differently. Girder forks are rigid each side being welded together at the top and at the point where the axle is mounted. The entire assembly is then fastened to integrated triple trees through the active suspension. All active movement takes place at the trees. Schwinn Stingray Chopper OCC part front fork assembly spider model new 82 88. Schwinn Stingray Chopper OCC part front fork assembly spider model with spike pegs. New condition. This version has front pegs posts for front brakes and threaded holes for fender from a new never ridden. Spider model OCC Chopper includes hardware and bearings as shown note even new bike parts can have minor, select the right bicycle parts to work with your bicycle frame use the order guides to select bike parts that work together. There is an order guide for Lowrider bike parts and Chopper bike parts and Cruiser bike parts and Trike parts. Chopper bicycles use many custom bike parts but the triple tree fork is the key part that makes a bicycle a Chopper. Bicycleskitstrike parts cycles.
Use keywords to find the product you are looking for only in this department. New products, ad a front disc brake ad twist parts bicycle fork. Wikipedia the free encyclopedia. A bicycle fork is the part of a bicycle that holds the front wheel. A fork typically consists of two blades which are joined at the top by a fork crown. Bicycle forks springer forks bike parts to make springer forks, shop our wide selection of front suspension and springs for your Harley Davidson sportster motorcycle purchase at tcbroschoppers.com. Today, find great deals on eBay for chopper fork shop with confidence skip to main content. eBay logo. Chopper spring fork assembly kit chrome with shocks fits Harley Davidson brand new. 663 00 2004 Big Dog Motorcycles. 10 Chopper fork assy hard chrome tube polished lower see more like this, 540 results for chopper forks save this search. Postage to 98837 items in search results. Bobber chopper front forks billet yokes. GS650 39 Chopper spring fork assembly kit chrome with shocks. Brand new £529 35 £299 78 Postage from United States. Extended fork tubes 6 39mm sportster dyna narrow glide chopper bobber forks, Jun 28, 2018 The bullseye 50cc trike is back. The bullseye 50cc trike is back the 50cc bullseye is a smooth running economical trike that is easy to ride and fun for everyone, Custom cruiser bikes beach cruiser bicycles stretch bikes mild to wild bicycle parts in our online store or Folsom CA location. Classic bicycle restoration, cheap chopper motorcycle parts for your Harley Davidson. 3864795463 ©2018 by chopperpartsforyou proudly created with Wix.com. CPFU 39mm tubes stock to 6 over 212 00 hard chrome 41mm fork tube set 26 220 00 hard chrome 33 4mm fork tube set 22 3 4 165 00 35 mm fork tubes stock to 8 over 170 00 black or chrome 28 offset spring fork, see how we install a chopper fork headset onto our Hogrider chopper frame we install a chopper fork with a 1 1/8 headset and a stem that goes onto the forks 1 1/8 bicycle parts. Chopper fork headset handlebar installation. Saddles. Ally, a chopper is a type of custom motorcycle which emerged in California in the late 1950s. The chopper is perhaps the most extreme of all custom styles often using radically modified steering angles and lengthened forks for a stretched out appearance, fork tube hard chrome sets stock to 12 overstock available replacement fork tubes for almost all models over 380 kinds of stock and custom lengths special orders also available tube specifications equal or surpass those used by cycle manufacturers, are building a custom chopper and need motorcycle parts we build custom motorcycle gas tanks oil bags chopper fenders springer forks all parts are CNC machined and made in house we have all the custom chopper parts you need, chopper Harley springer front end girder forks knucklehead panhead shovelhead condition is used has not been cleaned but will clean up nicely with elbow grease and some scrubbing, last day on earth 1 6 Chopper gas tank fork wheel with guardian last day on earth Chopper parts locations 12 22 last day on earth un nouvel ennemi last day on earth survival 2ndBunkerv04 chopper fork last day on earth survival wiki fandom powered by image bunker alfa chopper fork loot png last day on earthbox, custom chrome and polished chopper forks and fork parts for sale for your chopper bobber or custom motorcycle clicking on the links below will open a detailed description of the custom fork parts in a new window on eBay, custom chopper forks are something that you need to decide upon before you build your bike in my opinion you could build the frame and then decide but that’s up to you however how the forks are attached are important to the rake and trail of your bike in theory all forks require a part called a triple tree to
allow your bike to steer, how to install a bicycle chopper fork with a 1
steering tube onto a frame headtube building a chopper chassis duration
bicycle parts springer fork steering tube and headset, custom chopper forks
wheels tank fenders tires har i have a very nice custom chopper project parts
here is a nos vintage chopper chrome front end fork cross brace for the
harley davidson motorcycles was told they are p amp p not sure custom chopper
forks wheels for sale is in ver, today s demand for vintage chopper parts is
stronger than ever leading many shops and builders to produce one off high
quality parts that pay tribute to the originals old bike barn offers a wide
selection of parts to keep old motorcycles on the road things like engine
gasket sets carburetor kits fork seals levers cables brake pads and, see how
we install a chopper fork headset onto our hogrider chopper frame we install
a chopper fork with a 1 1 8 headset and a stem that goes onto the forks 1 1 8
steering tube the stem can, extended forks bolt on rake kits and raked triple
trees chopper kit harley davidson chopper kits 9 deg 14 deg and 18 deg rake
bolt on chopper kits for sportster dyna softail custom motorcycle parts amp
accessories, alibaba com offers 287 chopper front fork products about 40 of
these are electric bicycle 34 are bicycle and 8 are bicycle fork a wide
variety of chopper front fork options are available to you such as free
samples, chopper forks bicycle parts chopper forks for bicycles usually use a
triple tree and two fork legs the steering tube usually uses a threadless
headset some chopper forks are rigid and others have suspension, antique
forks amp parts sort by grid view list view your purchase helps support the
bicycle heaven museum in pittsburgh p a and the history of bicycles chopper
bike spring fork fit custom schwinn rat rods others your choice size 88 00
grey ghost springer fork truss rods for schwinn pea picker orange krate
others, these chopper frame plans even show rake options from 30 to 45
degrees the downloadable chopper and bobber frame plans lift plans and fork
plans are special because they come with sectional views which makes the
plans much easier to understand and follow read more about sectional views on
each of the downloadable plans pages, at the front end of the frame whether
it s a soft tail or hard tail is where you mount the fork assembly the fork
assembly is the part of the bike that connects the front tire and handlebars
to the frame the fork assembly also includes the front wheel suspension
system which usually either uses springs or hydraulics, seeger charger kits
build a charger in one day bolt on charger kit for harley davidson seeger
cycle charger kits are the original bolt on charger kits on the american
market contact us seeger in the news seeger cycle charger kit gt fork tubes
and legs gt front end assembly front end assembly displaying products 1 5 of
5 results show, crinkle cut knife set 1 fork slicing helper 3 stainless steel
crinkle cutter fruit and vegetable wavy changer knife potato cutter onion
cutter french fry cutter 4 colors kitchen must have tool, new from cce are
these stunning gold fork tubes if your stock upper tubes are pitted and worn
out or if you are going to play charger you need new fork tubes cce offers
their high quality tubes in a variety of lengths so if you re looking for a,
if these tabs are tacked plumb and square with the tube legs then everything
else can be based on the relationship of these parts ironically they are the
smallest but most important parts of the entire fork assembly if these tabs
are crooked or skewed or cockeyed in the least bit you re up shit creek so
take the time to do it right, springers have been around for about eighty
years and first appeared on bicycles but when we think of a springer today we conjure up mental images of either the old stock harley forks or the long narrow custom chopper forks that became popular in the late sixties figure 7

2 classic chopper springer

Amazon com chopper forks Headlight Bulbs amp Assemblies

March 24th, 2019 - Areyourshop 41mm Motorcycle Headlight Mount Bracket Fork Ear Chopper Cafe Racer Black 19 99 19 99 FREE Shipping Baosity 4 Pieces Motorcycle Fork Skull Decals Stickers Harley Bobber Chopper Dyna AnXin Vintage Motorcycle Headlight Assembly H4 12V 55 60W Universal From Head Lamp Light E4 Emark For Harley Chopper Bobber XS650 HONDA CBR

Custom Chopper Motorcycle Parts throttleaddiction com

April 21st, 2019 - The chopper motorcycle is a the most classic and iconic form of motorcycle customization dating back to the early 60 s Generally speaking the term chopping referred to the removal of unnecessary parts on a motorcycle and commonly chopping or raking the frame Born in the American Free love era Harley Davidson s provided the canvas of choice

Motorcycle fork Wikipedia

April 20th, 2019 - A motorcycle fork connects a motorcycle s front wheel and axle to its frame typically via a yoke also known as a triple clamp which consists of an upper yoke joined to a lower yoke via a steering stem a shaft that runs through the steering head creating the steering axis Most forks incorporate the front suspension and front brake and allow the front wheel to rotate about the steering

Last Day On Earth – All Chopper Parts Exact Locations Guide

April 17th, 2019 - Last Day On Earth Survival Chopper Parts First of all let’s check out which are the parts that are needed to finalize the Chopper Including all quantities of every required parts you will need a total of 128 items Chopper Fork - This was an extremely hard and rare to obtain item before but now it can be found at the end of the 1st

Springer Forks and Frontends Thompson Choppers

April 19th, 2019 - Thompson Choppers springer forks are all All springer frontends are individually made to the customer s bike for the correct length rake and trail Motorcycle Frames Chopper Frames Rolling Chassis amp Parts

Front Ends Forks Custom Harley amp Chopper Motorcycle Parts

April 18th, 2019 - Front Ends Forks Custom front ends greatly improve looks of any Harley making it look like a real custom chopper We have great prices on custom chrome billet wideglide style front ends These front ends come in different lengths from stock to 18” over or 2” under for old school bobber projects Our cutom billet front end tubes and

Welcome to Skinny Choppers

April 15th, 2019 - Made by Fork Japan Shop now Six Town Chopper Show Stoke October 2018 See more Assembly Chopper Show London Get In Touch Skinny Choppers For more information fill in your contact details and we’ll get back to you Workshop Skinny Choppers Pateley Bridge North Yorkshire
chopper front forks eBay
April 6th, 2019 - 151 results for chopper front forks Save chopper front forks to get e mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed Unfollow chopper front forks to stop getting updates on your eBay feed

Front Forks for Dixie Chopper Lawn Mowers
April 18th, 2019 - Front forks for Dixie Chopper lawn mowers 0 item s in cart Total 0 Springer Front Fork Assembly ID PART DESCRIPTION 100210 100200 Big Front Fork Small Front Fork 1 1A 100211 100201 Weldment Fork Front Springe Big Weldment Fork Front Springe Small 2 B 309 5 8” 11x4” Bolt 3

Forks PedalChopper
April 12th, 2019 - MONARCH STYLE FORK This is the FIRST TIME The MONARCH style fork has been made available for the OCC style Schwinn Stingray Compatable w Stingrays 1 1 8 inch steerer and they have XL 300mm 12 inch long steerer tube allows it to be used on the Stingray

HD frame neck assembly Fork Steampunk motorcycle
March 16th, 2019 - Bike Rebaixada Bobber Motorcycle Motorcycle Parts Softail Bobber Bobber Parts Chopper Frames Chopper Bike Chopper Parts Mini Chopper Forward When you get into the discussion of motorcycle frames and what to build for your next bike building project you first need to decide what kind of motorcycle you want to build

Home of old school chopper parts CPFU Front End
March 13th, 2019 - Inline Spring Fork Assembly 2 4 12 and 24 Over Chrome Or Black 1 200 00 Vintage Springers

Fork Assembly 33mm for Mini Bike Mini Chopper Pit Bike
April 21st, 2019 - Minibike Mini Chopper Fork Assembly Fat 33mm Tubes 44mm lowers These are the stock forks for the Little BadAss Minibike and Mini Chopper The Trees are polished aluminum can accommodate a fender turn signals and disc brake caliper assembly required

Chopper Forks eBay
April 19th, 2019 - Bobber Chopper Front Forks billet yokes gs650 Condition is Used I m pretty sure the legs are Suzuki gs650 Small amounts of rust at top off legs Center to center of legs is 235 mm

SCHWINN STINGRAY OCC Chopper Front Fork Yoke Tree Assembly
April 17th, 2019 - SCHWINN STINGRAY OCC Chopper Front Fork Yoke Tree Assembly w Hardware amp Bearings 40 11 Schwinn Stingray OCC Chopper Front Fork Yoke Tree Assembly w Hardware amp Bearings RED Used Very Good Condition Expect Minor Wear and Tear Minor Scratches or Blemishes Note see photos 183636396870

CHOPPERS MADE EASY Motorcycle Front Ends
April 18th, 2019 - Girder forks are similar in looks to springer forks but are constructed quite differently Girder forks are rigid each side being welded together at the top and at the point where the axle is mounted The
entire assembly is then fastened to integrated triple trees through the active suspension. All active movement takes place at the trees.

Schwinn StingRay Chopper OCC Part Front Fork Assembly
April 13th, 2019 - SCHWINN STINGRAY CHOPPER OCC Part Front Fork Assembly Spider Model New 82 88 Schwinn StingRay Chopper OCC Part Front Fork Assembly Spider Model with Spike Pegs New Condition. This version has front Pegs Posts for Front Brakes and threaded holes for fender. From a new never ridden Spider Model OCC Chopper includes Hardware and Bearings as shown. Note even new bike parts can have minor

BicycleDesigner.com Bike Parts to make bicycles look
April 18th, 2019 - Select the right bicycle parts to work with your bicycle frame. Use the Order Guides to select bike parts that work together. There is an order guide for lowrider bike parts and chopper bike parts and cruiser bike parts and trike parts.

Chopper Bicycle Parts serdbicyclebyme.blogspot.com
April 13th, 2019 - Chopper bicycles use many custom bike parts but the triple tree fork is the key part that makes a bicycle a chopper. BicyclesKitsTrike Parts CYCLES U S. Use keywords to find the product you are looking for only in this department. New Products.

Bicycle Parts Fork serdbicyclebyme.blogspot.com
April 10th, 2019 - Add a front disc brake. Ad twist parts. Bicycle fork. Wikipedia the free encyclopedia. A bicycle fork is the part of a bicycle that holds the front wheel. A fork typically consists of two blades which are joined at the top by a fork crown. Bicycle Forks. Springer Forks. Bike Parts to make Springer Forks.

Front Suspension & Springs Sportster Parts
April 21st, 2019 - Shop our wide selection of front suspension and springs for your Harley Davidson Sportster motorcycle. Purchase at TCBrosChoppers.com today.

Chopper fork eBay
March 3rd, 2019 - Find great deals on eBay for chopper fork. Shop with confidence. Skip to main content. eBay Logo. 39 Chopper Spring Fork Assembly Kit Chrome with Shocks fits Harley Davidson Brand New. 663 00 2004 BIG DOG MOTORCYCLES 10 CHOPPER FORK ASSY HARD CHROME TUBE POLISHED LOWER. See more like this.

Chopper forks eBay

Chinese Mini Chopper Suspension Parts Shocks Front Forks
April 20th, 2019 - Jun 28 2018 The BullsEye 50cc Trike is Back The Bullseye 50cc trike is back The 50cc Bullseye is a smooth running economical trike that is easy to ride and fun for everyone

**Forks and Parts sutterstreetcruisers.com**

April 20th, 2019 - Custom cruiser bikes beach cruiser bicycles stretch bikes Mild to wild bicycle parts in our online store or Folsom CA location Classic bicycle restoration

**CPFU Front End**

March 30th, 2019 - Cheap chopper motorcycle parts for your Harley Davidson 3864795463 ©2018 by Chopperpartsforyou Proudly created with Wix com CPFU 39mm Tubes stock to 6 over 212 00 Hard Chrome 41mm Fork Tube Set 26 220 00 Hard Chrome 33 4mm Fork Tube Set 22 3 4 165 00 35 mm fork tubes Stock to 8 over 170 00 Black or Chrome 28 Offset Spring Fork

**Bicycle Parts – chopper fork headset handlebar**

April 8th, 2019 - See how we install a chopper fork headset onto our HogRider chopper frame We install a chopper fork with a 1 1/8 headset and a stem that goes onto the forks 1 1/8 Bicycle Parts – chopper fork headset handlebar installation - Saddlebagsally

**Chopper motorcycle Wikipedia**

April 21st, 2019 - A chopper is a type of custom motorcycle which emerged in California in the late 1950s The chopper is perhaps the most extreme of all custom styles often using radically modified steering angles and lengthened forks for a stretched out appearance

**Fork Tube "Hard Chrome" Sets CHOPPER KIT USA COM**

April 20th, 2019 - Fork Tube "Hard Chrome" Sets Stock to 12 Overstock Available Replacement fork tubes for almost all models over 380 kinds of stock and custom lengths Special orders also available Tube specifications equal or surpass those used by cycle manufacturers

**Custom Motorcycle and Chopper Parts Thompson Choppers**

April 18th, 2019 - Are building a custom chopper and need motorcycle parts We build custom motorcycle gas tanks oil bags chopper fenders springer forks All parts are CNC machined and made in house We have all the custom chopper parts you ll need

**Chopper Forks Motorcycle Parts eBay**

April 10th, 2019 - Chopper Harley Springer Front End Girder forks Knucklehead Panhead Shovelhead Condition is Used has NOT been cleaned but will clean up nicely with elbow grease and some scrubbing

**Chopper Fork Last Day On Earth The Earth Images Revimage Org**

April 18th, 2019 - Last day on earth 1 6 chopper gas tank fork wheel with guardian last day on earth chopper parts locations 12 22 last day on earth un nouvel ennemi last day on earth survival 2ndbunkerv04Chopper Fork Last Day On Earth Survival Wiki Fandom Powered ByImage Bunker Alfa Chopper Fork Loot Png
Custom Chopper Forks For Sale at Chopper Parts and Motorcycles
April 20th, 2019 - Custom chrome and polished chopper forks and fork parts for sale for your chopper bobber or custom motorcycle. Clicking on the links below will open a detailed description of the custom fork parts in a new window on eBay.

Custom Chopper Forks Basics
April 21st, 2019 - Custom chopper forks are something that you need to decide upon before you build your bike in my opinion. You could build the frame and then decide but that’s up to you. However, how the forks are attached are important to the rake and trail of your bike. In theory, all forks require a part called a triple tree to allow your bike to steer.

Chopper Fork 1 Steering Tube
March 26th, 2019 - How to install a bicycle chopper fork with a 1 steering tube onto a frame headtube. Building a Chopper Chassis Duration Bicycle Parts springer fork steering tube and headset.

Chopper Forks for sale Only 4 left at 65
April 16th, 2019 - Custom Chopper Forks wheels, wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel, wheel. Tank Fenders Tires Har! I have a very nice custom chopper Project parts here is a nos vintage chopper chrome front end fork cross brace for the harley davidson motorcycles. We told they are p amp p not sure. Custom Chopper Forks Wheels for sale is in Ver.

Chopper Old Bike Barn
April 20th, 2019 - Today’s demand for vintage chopper parts is stronger than ever. Leading many shops and builders to produce one off high quality parts that pay tribute to the originals. Old Bike Barn offers a wide selection of parts to keep old motorcycles on the road. Things like engine gasket sets, carburetor kits, fork seals, levers, cables, brake pads, and.

Bicycle Parts chopper fork headset handlebar installation
February 18th, 2019 - See how we install a chopper fork headset onto our HogRider chopper frame. We install a chopper fork with a 1 1/8 headset and a stem that goes onto the forks 1 1/8 steering tube. The stem can.

Chopper Kit Harley Davidson chopper kits 9 deg 14 deg
April 21st, 2019 - Extended forks bolt on rake kits and raked triple trees. Chopper Kit Harley Davidson chopper kits 9 deg 14 deg and 18 deg rake bolt on chopper kits for sportster dyna softail. Custom Motorcycle Parts amp Accessories.

Chopper Front Fork Wholesale Chopper Suppliers Alibaba
April 18th, 2019 - Alibaba.com offers 287 chopper front fork products. About 40 of these are electric bicycle, 34 are bicycle, and 8 are bicycle fork. A wide variety of chopper front fork options are available to you such as free samples.
Bicycle Forks gt Chopper Forks Bike Parts to make
April 21st, 2019 - Chopper Forks Bicycle Parts chopper forks for bicycles usually use a triple tree and two fork legs. The steering tube usually uses a threadless headset. Some chopper forks are rigid and others have suspension.

Antique Forks amp Parts – Bicycle Heaven
April 21st, 2019 - antique forks amp parts sort by grid view list view your purchase helps support the bicycle heaven museum in pittsburgh p a and the history of bicycles chopper bike spring fork fit custom schwinn rat rods others your choice size 88 00 grey ghost springer fork truss rods for schwinn pea picker orange krate others

Original Professional Chopper Frame Plans
April 19th, 2019 - These chopper frame plans even show rake options from 30 to 45 degrees. The downloadable chopper and bobber frame plans lift plans and fork plans are special because they come with Sectional views which makes the plans much easier to understand and follow. Read more about sectional views on each of the downloadable plans pages.

Chopper Frames HowStuffWorks
April 19th, 2019 - At the front end of the frame whether it's a soft tail or hard tail is where you mount the fork assembly. The fork assembly is the part of the bike that connects the front tire and handlebars to the frame. The fork assembly also includes the front wheel suspension system which usually either uses springs or hydraulics.

Front End Assembly Seeger Cycle Chopper Kits Have Your
April 18th, 2019 - Seeger Chopper kits Build a chopper in one day Bolt on Chopper Kit for Harley Davidson Seeger Cycle Chopper Kits are the Original Bolt On Chopper Kits on the American market Contact Us Seeger In the News Seeger Cycle Chopper Kit gt Fork Tubes and Legs gt Front End Assembly Front End Assembly Displaying products 1 5 of 5 results Show

Amazon com chopper forks
April 5th, 2019 - Crinkle Cut Knife set 1 Fork Slicing Helper 3 Stainless Steel Crinkle Cutter Fruit And Vegetable Wavy Chopper Knife Potato Cutter Onion Cutter French Fry Cutter 4 Colors Kitchen Must Have Tool

Chopper Parts Suspension Fork Throttle Addiction
April 18th, 2019 - New from CCE are these stunning gold fork tubes. If your stock upper tubes are pitted and worn out or if you are going to play chopper you need new fork tubes. CCE offers their high quality tubes in a variety of lengths so if you're looking for a

springbuild The Chopper Builder s Handbook
April 21st, 2019 - If these tabs are tacked plumb and square with the tube legs then everything else can be based on the relationship of these parts. Ironically they are the smallest but most important parts of the entire fork assembly. If these tabs are crooked or skewed or cockeyed in the least bit you're up shit creek so take the time to do it right.
April 20th, 2019 - Springers have been around for about eighty years and first appeared on bicycles but when we think of a Springer today we conjure up mental images of either the old stock Harley forks or the long narrow custom chopper forks that became popular in the late sixties. Figure 7.2 - Classic Chopper Springer